The purpose of this paper is to solve a functional equation which arises from the Joukowski transformation. The functional equation has a simple geometric interpretation which is given.
Introduction and statement of the results
In the paper [1, Proposition 2.1], it was observed that the transformation j(z)=l-(z + z-1)
satisfies the functional equation
(1) 2j(\z\) = \j(z) + l\ + \j(z)-l\ for zeD, where here and throughout D := C \ {0} . The transformation j is said to be the Joukowski transformation and has applications in complex analysis and in aerodynamics. By (1) we get that the set 7'({|z| = r}) is the ellipse with the great semiaxis equal to j(r) and foci at -1 and +1, if r / 1 or the line segment [-1,1] , if r = 1 . H. Haruki in his papers [2] , [3] researched other equations arising from the Joukowski transformation. The main result of this paper is the following theorem. Then either f = const > 1 or there exist a > 0, p e N such that
Let Tn denote n-th Chebyshev polynomial for n e N. It is easy to prove that (3) Tn(j(z)) = j(zn) for zeD,neN.
As a generalization of Theorem 1 we have the following: Theorem 2. Fix n e N and consider the equation
If f is a holomorphic function in D which satisfies (4) then either f = const = C, where C has the form C = cos(2nk/n) for some 0 < k < [n/2] or C = j(eCx), where Cx > 1, e e C and e" = 1, or there exist constants a > 0, peN, e eC, e" = 1 such that f(z)=j(e(az)p)forzeD.
Proof of Theorem
If / = const = C then, by (2) , must be C > 1. Assume that / ^ const. Therefore g(z) = b0 + ¿Zn€Nbn(zn + z~") for z e D and g(z) = g(l/z).
Lemma 3. There exists p e N such that g(z) = b0 + Yfn=i bn(z" + z~") for zeD.
Proof. Suppose that z = 0 and z = oo are essential singularities of the function g. Let h = g|R , a > 1 and E = h~l([l ,a]). The set E is closed in R+ . If E is compact then we have a contradiction to the GPT. If E is unbounded then, due to Liouville's theorem, g = const = 1 (considerations in both cases are similar to those in the proof of Lemma 2). In every case we get a contradiction.
Finally we prove that g(z) = \(zp + z~p) = j(zp). By Lemma 1 the function g is even or is odd. If g is even then we can consider the function gx(z) = 1II g(z ' ). The function gx is analytic for zeD, satisfies (2) and gx(\) = 1 . If gj is also even then we take g2(z) = gx(zl/2) and the function g2 has the same properties as function gx . If g2 is even then we analogously define the function g3. We can repeat this procedure. In the end we get the odd function 2k gk such that g(z) = gk(z ). Thus we can assume that g is odd.
It is easy to verify that if the function g satisfies (2) and g(l) = 1 then the function h(z) = 2g (z) -1 also satisfies (2) and h(\) = 1. The function h is even and if g is odd then the function h(z1' ) also must be odd. We have where 77(l/a), S(l/a) denote the ball and the circle with centre at zero and radius 1 /a. Since the domain D3 = D2 \ (-oo, 0) is simply connected, then there exists in Z>3 the principal branch of the function (az)q,n , which we will also denote by (az)ql" . Next, we can write h"(f(z)) = ((az)9'")" and we deduce that there exists e, an rt-th root of 1, such that h(f(z))) = s(az)q,n for z e 7)3 and f(z) = j(e(az)q/n) for z € D3. Using analytic continuation we extend this equality to the domain D\ (-oo,0). Finally, observe that since / is holomorphic in D, then we must have q\n . If we put p = q/n then we complete the proof.
